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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Hackground

in conducting studies towards finding vulnerabilities of Pressurized ' Water Reactor -
(PWR) plants to Inter-System Loss Of Coolant Accidents (ISLOCAs), the Nuclear .

Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff concluded that the core damage frequency /

caused by ISLOCA's could be substantially greater than previous Probabilistic
'

Risk Assessment (PRA) estimates from some plants'. In Reference 1, the NRC
staff indicated that these PRA's have typically.been limited to modeling those
ISLOCA sequences that include only the catastrophic failures of check valves that
isolate the RCS from low pressure systems. Also, these PRAs included little
consideration of human errors leading to an ISLOCA and the effects of the
accident-caused harsh environment or flooding on plant equipment and recovery
activities.

The results of these NRC studies have suggested that ISLOCA precursors most
likely would be initiated by human errors or because of procedural deficiencies.
This may be attributed to the general lack of awareness of the possibility or
consequences of an ISLOCA. |

The NRC has developed a position on design requirements necessary to minimize
the potential for ISLOCAs. The staffs' position is addressed in numerous NRC

*

documents, in particular References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. ABB-CE has
cvaluated the System 80+ design and identified several design improvements that

necessary to comply with the stated NRC position. These designare
improvements were presented to the NRC in several meetings from January 1993

"to June 1993. Reference 8 provides the NRC comments on the ABB-CE's
ISLOCA resolution plan for which resolution of comments are provided herein.

i

System 80 4 PRA results show that ISLOCA provide only a minor contribution to core damage frequency.'

Specifically, this contribution accounts for approximately 5.2E-10 per reactor year compared with the Electric
Power Research Institute overall core damage frequency goal of 1.0E-5 per reactor-year,i.e. less than one
tenth of one percent.

.3-
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1.2 Objective

The purpose of this report is (1) to evaluate the design of systems that. interface
with the itcactor Coolant System (RCS) (2) to provide assurances that they will .

?retain structural integrity and (3) to provide assurances that if any leakage occurs
i it will be a small fraction of the makeup system capability and the consequential
,
'

offsite dose limits will be within a small fraction of the requirements of 10 CFR
100. This evaluation goes beyond the traditional approach for assessing the
ability of systems that interface with the RCS to withstand an ove pressurization
event. Instead, the basis is to assume that the system's design incorporates all of
the feature requirements necessary to satisfy the General Design Criteria. Then,
a total loss of all noimal isolation is assumed either through mechanical failures
or an inadvertent opening of a valve by an operator.

1.3 Scope

The scope of this evaluation is applicable to System 80+ and the systems and
subsystems which interface directly or indirectly with the RCS and are susceptible
to ISLOCA challenges.

2.0 CONCLUSIONS

The System 80+ design has several design enhancements over the System 80
design, which facilitates accommodating the ISLOCA. Some of these include the
900 psig design pressure for the Shutdown Cooling and Containment Spray.
Systems (System 80 design pressure for these systems was 600 psig) and locating
the Refueling Water Storage Tank inside Containment. Together .with the
improvements described in this report, System 80+ complies with all NRC

2requirernents concerning ISLOCA events . Improvements made to System 80+
resulting from this ISLOCA evaluation include

increasing the design pressure rating of equipment or systems,a

adding equipment and instrumentation which terminate and limit the scope*

of an ISLOCA event, and

|

2
References 1. 4 and 5.

4
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deleting parts of systems considered not necessary because their function*

can be replaced by other existing systems.

These improvements, together with

the capability for leak testing pressure isolation valves,a

'

pressure isolation valve position indication and control in the controla

room, and

high pressure alarms to warn the operator _ when rising pressure*

approaches the design pressure of low-pressure systems

assure compliance.

Table 2-1 summarizes all the improvements made to System 80+ as a result of
the ISLOCA evaluation discussed in this report.

.

6

%

.
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TABLE 2-1
SYSTBt 80+ ISLOCA DESIGN DiPROVDIENTS

Pressurization Design Improvements Figure -

P.ithway h' umber
~

SCS Supply Connections to makeup system have been deleted.

Line 4.1.1-1 !

Return lines from purification system have been deleted. ;

SCS Return The design pressure for all sections outside containment not previously
Line designed to 900 psig has been increased to 900 psig.

Return lines from makeup system have been deleted. 4.1.2-1

- Alternate supply line to PCPS (refueling pool) has been deleted.

SIS Delivery The design pressure for all sections outside containment not previously
Line designed to at least 900 psig have been increased to 900 psig.

4.2-1

The drain connection from the SITS to the EDT has been deleted.

A pressure sensor and controller has been added downstream of theLetdown Line -

letdown flow control valves to initiate an automatic isolation of the
letdown line by the mntainment isolation valve when high pressure is 4.4-1

sensed.

A pressure sensor and controller has been added upstream of theCharging Line -

charging pumps to initiate i,n automatic isolation of the charging line by
the containment isolation valve when high pressure is sensed. 4.5-1

+ The design pressure in the charging pump suction line has been
increased to 900 psig.

Seal Injection injection line filter vent and drain line sizes were reduced to limit flow 4.61
to makeup capability

llot Leg A pressure relief valve has been added upstream of now indicator F-530. 4.8-1

Sampling

A pressure relief valve has been added upstream of flow indicator F-550. 4.8-2Pressurizer - ,

iSurge Line
Pressure indication from PI-550 has been added to the control room.Sampling *

Pressurizer A pressure relief valve has been added upstream of How indicator F-550. 4.8-3

Steam Space
Sampling

Containment All piping sections outside containment not previously designed to 900
Spray System psig have been designed to 900 psig.

4.3-1

Connections to PCPS in CSS IRWST return line have been relocated-

'

from the SCS return line and a spool piece has been ireluded.
,

t

-6-
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3.0 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND APPROACH

3.1 ISLOCA Definition

An intersystem LOCA (ISLOCA) is defined in Reference 1 as a class of events ..

'

in which a break occurs outside containment in a system connected to the RCS,
causing a loss of primary system inventory. This is interpreted as a beyond
design basis event for systems connected directly or indirectly with the RCS. The
pressurization pathway is established by an inadvertent opening of a valve or
valves, a failure of containment isolation, or the postulation that valves are fully
open (e.g., check valves). This interpretation is believed to address all sources
that may challenge low-pressure systems. Ilased on this definition of an
ISLOCA, an evaluation was performed to assess the ability of the System 80+
design to withstand an overpressure event.

3.2 ISLOCA Acceptance Criteria

The design responses to ISLOCA challenges described in this report are evaluated
against an acceptance criteria consistent with NRC guidance found in Reference
1.

Systems susceptible to an ISLOCA are to be designed so that all of the following
conditions are satisfied without any operator action...

(a) the system retains its structural integrity throughout the event (stmetural
integrity is preserved if, by definition, the system maintains its pressure
boundary despite distortion and/or loss of function);

(b) any leakage caused by the event is limited to the makeup system
capabilities; and

(c) offsite doses are limited to a small fraction of those specified in 10 CFR
100 as is assumed in the design bases for the Chapter 15 analyses of
Reference 9.

3.3 Compliance Methods

Design responses to ISI.OCA challenges discussed in this repon constitute

increasing the design pressure rating of equipment or systems, Option A,a

and
f

-7-
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|

incorporating design features which tenninate and limit the scope of the*

ISLOCA event, Option B.

Option A design features rely on inherent physical attributes of a system or
subsystem which will prevent failure when it is pressurized to nonnal RCS
operating pressure. Option A features do not require any immediate action by
equipment or operators to satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. This approach ;
is intended to provide the optimum protection against ISLOCA challenges and to

'

allow the operator the necessary time to properly assess and restore the system
to normal conditions. Examples of Option A features satisfying the ISLOCA
acceptance criteria include

locating the system or subsystem completely within containment;*

designing the system or subsystem to nonnal RCS design pressure;*

designing the system or subsystem to at least 40% of the RCS nonnal*

operating pressure;
,

designing the system or subsystem so that the ultimate strength of thea

material comprising the system exceeds the stress produced in the material
by pressure equal to normal RCS operating pressure; and

physically separating the system or subsystem from the RCS during*

conditions when the RCS pressure exceeds its design pressure.

Option Il design features are design responses to ISLOCA events consisting of
specific equipment and instmmentation which perform actions to prevent or

' mitigate the consequences of an ISLOCA. Option B design responses that have
been considered will not require operators to prevent or mitigate the event, but >

will eventually require operators to perform remedial action, inspection of
equipment following the event and returning the plant systems to normal

'

configuration.

Option 11 design features are intended to be applied to systems for which it is
impmctical to apply Option A design features.

Examples of Option Il design features are
|

the isolation of a system or subsystem in the pressurization pathway at the*

interface between the lower pressure system or subsystem and its
pressurizc: ion source; and ,

!

!

pressure relief to limit the pressurization to within the design capabilities 4*

-S-

|
1
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of the systemi

3.3 ISLOCA Evaluation Process

The evaluation performed for this report of ISLOCA events and the subsequent
determination of appropriate design responses is characterized by the following
steps. *

(1) The RCS P&ID's from CESSAR-DC, Reference 9, were reviewed to
identify all systems or subsyste as that interface with the RCS. All

*

systems or subsystem within containment or designed to full RCS
operating pressure were noted to meet the acceptance criteria. The
remaining systems or subsystems that were located outside containment
and were designed for less than RCS pressure were evaluated.
Subsequently, these systems were evaluated to determine pressurization
pathways from the RCS. These pathways represent all the possible ways
of pressurizing low-pressure systems connected to the RCS.

(2) These pressurization pathways were further evaluated to determine the
impact of systems or subsystems interfacing with the initiating
pressurization pathway. A summary of these pressurization pathways is
illustrated in Figures 3.3-1 to 3.3-10. The figures show a pyramid
stmeture beginning at the top with a system or subsystem that is directly
connected with the RCS. A given pyramid represents a class of potential
ISLOCA events characterized by a finite set of pressurization pathways.
These pathways identify the various systems that can potentially be
pressurized if the interfacing system valves were postulated to be open.

.

(3) The pressurization pathways were analyzed to identify any pattern which
may suggest a hierarchy of design responses to prevent or mitigate the
ISLOCA event. Any hierarchical pattern would be motivated by the
desire to satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria with a design response
commensurate with the perceived benefit and without degradation to
safety.

(4) Each interface in the pressurization pathways was analyzed to identify the
type and location of design reFponse to satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance
criteria. *

A review of the pressurization pathways in Figures 3.3-1 to 3.3-10 led to the
following observations.

,

The following systems or subsystems are directly connected to the RCS i
*

i

_9

:

i
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for one or more ISLOCA events (i.e., for one or more pressurization
pathways):

* Safety injection System (SIS),
a Shutdown Cooling System (SCS),
* Chemical & Volume Control System (CVCS),
* Sampling System (SS).

As a result, all ISLOCA events (pressurization pathways) begin with these
systems.

Ten classes of pressuriation pathways have been identified. They are,*

pressurization by

* Shutdown Cooling Supply Line,
* Shutdown Cooling Return Line,
* Safety Injection Delivery Line, -

* Letdown Line,
* Charging Line,
* Seal Injection,
* RCP Controlled Bleedoff,
* Sampling - Hot leg,
* Sampling - Pressurizer Surge Line, and
* Sampling - Pressurizer Steam Space.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is not directly connected to the RCS*

for the ISLOCA events identified'

A given system can occupy several levels in the interface hierarchy for--*

any ISLOCA event *.
,

The design response applied to a system should be commensurate with the*

highest interface level (i.e., the highest position in the pyramid).a system
may have for any ISLOCA event. The rationale being that there is a
correspondence between a system's position in the hierarchy and the scope
of the event (the number of interfacing systems affected), which is one
measure of consequence of the event. .

Increasing the design pressure rating of a system high in a pyramid, as a*

' For justification see section 4.3.

That is, for a given class of ISLOCA events a system may be considered directly connected to the RCS while*

for another class of ISI.OCA events the same system may be considered indirectly connected to the RCS. |

-10-
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design response to ISLOCA precursors, will not- protect' connecting
' systems lower in the pyramid. These lower systems will still require a
design response of their own. For example, designing the SCS to 40% of

'

normal RCS ~ operating pressure does not address protection of the various
systems that interface with the SCS against ISLOCA's.

'

Ilowever, the application of design responses which terminate and limit ,
'

the scope of the event to a system high in the pyramid ~can protect -

connecting systems lower in the pyramid. - For example, isolation of the
letdown flow will terminate the event and protect downstream portions ~of
the CVCS r.s well as the various interconnecting systems (such as Spent -
Fuel Pool and the waste management systerns). Such down-stream effects
which are characteristic of some design responses are important '

considerations in selecting an appropriate design response. . !

' :

- !

.

#

)
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'
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Figure 3.3-1
SCS Supply Line
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Figure 3,3-2 -
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' Figure 3.3-3
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Figure 3.3-4
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Figure 3.3-5 'i
Charging Line
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Figure 3.34
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Figure 3.3-7-
RCP Controlled Bleedoff
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Figure 3.3-8
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Figure 3.3-9
Sampling- Pressurizer Surge Line
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Figure 3.3-10
Sampling- Pressurizer Steam Space -
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4.0 DESIGN RESPONSES
;

This section presents an evaluation of the systems and subsystems that were
identified in section 3.3 through which pressurization pathways begin during an
ISLOCA. These systems and subsystems are directly connected to the RCS
during some mode of operation and are the :

* Shutdown Cooling Supply Line, |
* Shutdown Cooling Return Line,
* Safety Injection Delivery Line, *

* letdown Line,
* Charging Line,

"

* Seal Injection,
* RCP Controlled Bleedoff,

,

* Sampling - Hot leg,
* Sampling - Pressurizer Surge Line, and
* Sampling - Pressurizer Steam Space.

Any ISLOCA event begins with one of the above systems or subsystems.

This section evaluates each of these systems and subsystems in detail. Each
subsection is structured as follows:

'

Description of Interface*

A description of the specific interface and related system under
evaluation. This provides orientation to the relevant system and
components affected by the design response.

Description of Design Change*

A description of the mechanical and electrical features of the
design change implemented to resolve the ISLOCA challenge.
These are also presented in a schematic drawing to clarify the
design change being described.

Justification of Design-

A presentation of the reasons the selected design response is
justified. i

Consequences of Design Change*

A discussion of any impact to PRA, EPG's administrative
procedures and configuration management from the design
response.

;

-22-
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4.1 Shutdown Cooling System

4.1.1 Supply Line

4.1.1.1 Description of Interface

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) supply line is directly connected to the RCS
~

and is a primary interface through which an ISLOCA event can begin. ,

Pressurization is postulated from the hot leg and out of containment through the
containment isolation valves to the low pressure sections of the system. Once !

pressurized, other low pressure systems would be susceptible. Figure 3.3-1
shows the various pathways an ISLOCA in this class can take and the interfacing
systems it will affect, assuming all downstream interfacing valves are opened.
This section will address the SCS supply line and the interfaces to the CVCS, and

5the PCPS. The SCS interface with the atmosphere is discussed in section 4.9.5.
|The interface with the Sampling System and Safety Injection System are discussed

in sections 4.8 and 4.2 as these systems have a direct interface with the RCS and
the enhancements made satisfy the indirect interface through the SCS.

4.1.1.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design certain improvements have been identified
to satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.1.1-1 schematically shows
the SCS supply line and all interfaces as is currently presented on the system
P&ID's from CESSAR-DC, Reference 9. Also presented on this figure are the i

interfaces which are the subject of the design improvement. Figures 4.1.1-2 and
4.1.1-3 show the design response for this class of ISLOCA's. These

improvements either increased the system design pressure or re:ocated the low- j

* pressure interface. .

The minimum design pressure for all of the SCS supply lines is 5 N psig, which
satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Therefore, no changes were required
to the SCS supply line for ISLOCA. Ilowever, for the low pressure systems

'

interfacing with the SCS supply line, it was decided to remove these interfaces.
These interfaces are (1) the IRWST supply to the Boric Acid Makeup portion of
the CVCS and to the Spent Fuel Pool and (2) the purified water return from the
CVCS. These functions will be implemented separately through the CVCS. !

IRWST Supply to the CVCS Makeup System:

The connections to the makeup system from the SCS supply line were used to }

align the IRWST to the makeup system enabling boron concentration adjustments
to be made. The boron concentration in the IRWST is required to be maintained
within the limits of 4000 to 4400 ppm. .

:
I

-23-
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As a result of the evaluation for ISLOCA, the connections from the IRWST
through the SCS to the makeup system have been deleted. Figure 4.1.1-1 shows
a schematic representation for the location of these connections. In their place,
dedicated lines have been added allowing the makeup system, via the Boric Acid -

Makeup Pump, direct access to the IRWST without going through the SCS.
Figure 4.1.1-2 shows the new configuration for the makeup systems' access to the
IRWST. This not only climinates the potential for an ISLOCA to the low .

,

pressure makeup system from the SCS, but also separates the boron adjustmentsi
.-

of the IRWST from the SCS and CSS operation.
,

Shutdown Purification Return Line:

The Cow path previously used Figure 4.1.1-1, created a loop from the discharge '

of the SCS pumps through the letdown heat exchanger, letdowri filters and ion
exchanger, and then back to the SCS suction. This path was used when the RCS
pressure was below the system's operating pressure (less than 200 psig), hence,
there was inadequate pressure to move the Huid through the purification system.

As a result of the evaluation for ISLOCA, the return connections to the SCS
suction line have been deleted. The resulting flow path, Figure 4.1.1-3, is now
from the SCS pump discharge to the letdown line upstream of the letdown heat ,

exchanger, then through the filters and ion exchangers as in the previous design.
From this point the water will be directed to the VCT and pumped to the RCS
cold leg through the charging nozzle. This is the same pathway used when the
RCS pressure is greater than the operating pressure of the purification system's
equipment (i.e., RCS pressure greater than 200 psig).

~The design improvements for the SCS suction line will be incorporated into
section 2.7.16 of the SCS ITAAC, Reference 11. The ITAAC will reflect the
revised shutdown purification How path and the dedicated IRWST penetrations for
the makeup system.

4.1.1.3 Justification of Design Change

These design responses protect the SCS supply line and all interfacing systems :
from an ISLOCA' challenge without adversely affecting performance or
operations. These design responses satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria for ,

the SCS supply line as all sections of the system and interfaces are designed to
meet the 40% of operating RCS pressure criteria. This is in accordance with the
NRC's position presented in Reference 3. The deletion of the interfaces from the
SCS supply line eliminates the potential for an ISLOCA without adversely
affecting the performance or operations of the SCS or the CVCS. These design .

responses are considered acceptable and satisfy the ISLOCA Acceptance Criteria
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for the SCS supply line.

4.1,1.4 Consequence of Design Change

There is no impact to the SCS supply. line from these design responses. -

Operating procedures will essentially be the same as previous designs with thec

exception of minor changes. These minor changes will involve the alignment .

?differences required by the changes made for ISLOCA. The EPG's will not be
affected as all changes are in areas not addressed by the EPG's.

There is no impact to the PRA as a result of these design changes. An evaluation
of the changes made for ISLOCA revealed that

the PRA analysis was based on a SCS design pressure 900 psig designa

pressure:

the change to the purified water return has no impact on the PRA and;*

while the makeup water interface will result -in a slight decrease in*

reliability of refilling the IRWST, the total impact on the PRA core
damage frequency is insignificant.

i
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Figure 4.1.1-1
SIIUTDOWN COOLING SUPPLY LINE
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Figure 4.1.1-2
SHUTDOWN COOlJNG SUPPLY LINII

(RELOCATION OF MAKEUP CONNECTIONS)
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Figure 4.1.1-3
SilUTDOWN COOLING SUPPLY LINE

(PURIFIED WATER RETURN LINE CIIANGES)
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4.1.2 Return Line

4.1.2.1 Description of Interface

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) return line is directly connected to the RCS
and is a primary interface through which an ISLOCA event can begin.

'

Pressurization is postulated from the DVI nozzle and out of containment through
the containment isolation valves to the low pressure sections of the SCS. Once
pressuri7ed, other low pressure systems would be susceptible. Figure 3.3-2
shows the various pathways an ISLOCA in this class can take and the interfacing
systems it will affect assuming all downstream interfacing valves are opened. ,

This section will address the SCS return line and the interfaces to the CVCS and
the PCPS. The SCS interface with the atmosphere is discussed in section 4.9.5.
The interface with the Sampling System and Safety Injection System are discussed
in sections 4.8 and 4.2 as these systems have a direct interface with the RCS and _;

the enhancements made satisfy the indirect interface through the SCS.
.

4.1.2.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design certain improvements have been identified
to satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. These improvements were either to
increase the system design pressure or to relocate the low-pressure interface.

The design pressure of most of the SCS return line is 900 psig, which satisfies
the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. In response to this evaluation, the design
pressure .for the remainder of the SCS return line outside containment has been
Ucreased to 900 psig. This includes the section of the IRWST return line from

~the containment isolation valves to the containment. Figure 4.1.1-1 schematically
shows the SCS and all interfaces as is currently presented on the system P&ID's
from CESSAR-DC, Reference 9. Also presented on this figure are the interfaces
which are the subject of the design improvement. Figure 4.1.2-1 shows the
sections of the system where the design pressure has been increased.

Interfaces with low-pressure systems were deleted. These are (1) the return from
the boric Acid makeup ponion of the CVCS and (2) the alternate supply to the
refueling pool. Their function will be provided separately by the CVCS and the
CSS, respectively. i

:

'

CVCS Makeup System retum-
)
1

The interface with the makeup system was used in conjunction with the interface
on the SCS supply line for IRWST boron concentration adjustment as described
in section 4.1.1. As noted in section 4.1.1, these connections were deleted and
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new dedicated lines to the IRWST have been added.

Refueling pool alternate fill source:

The other connection removed from the SCS return line was the connection to the
PCPS. This interface was to be used as an alternate method of filling the
rFueling pool as required by the EPRI Utility Requirements Document,

'

ference 10. The connection was relocated to the CSS IRWST return line and,

spool piece, Figure 4.3-1, was added. This not only moved the interface
another level away from the RCS, but also provided total separation of the CSS
and the PCPS. This interface will be discussed further in the CSS evaluation of
section 4.3 as an additional interface.

4 J .2.3 Justification of Design Change

Increasing the design pressure to 900 psig meet the 40% of operating RCS
pressure criteria. This is in accordance with the NRC's position presented in
Reference 3. Removal of the interface to the refueling pool not only isolates the
systems, but also enhances die operability of the system during refueling
operations. The System 80+ design intends to use the SCS to fill the refueling
pool through the hot leg. The EPRI Utility Requirements Document, Reference
10, Volume II, Chapter 7, Paragraph 4.3.1.2 requires the design to allow the
refueling pool to be filled from the top To meet this requirement by using the
SCS may potentially reduce availability of a SCS train for DHR. Therefore,
relocating the connection to the CSS enhances SCS availability during refueling
pool fill operations as two divisions of SCS will always be aligned to the RCS
DVI nozzle. Further justification is provided in section 4.3 as for locating this
connection in the CSS.

The design improvements for the SCS return line will be incorporated into
sections 2.3.2 and 2.7.16 of the SCS and CSS ITAAC, Reference 11. These will
be incorporated as: (1) Section 2.3.2, SCS I'1 AAC, to reflect the 900 psig design
pressure for all sections outside of containment, and (2) Section 2.7.16, CVCS
ITAAC, to reflect the revised shutdov .1 purification flow path and the dedicated
IRWST penetrations for the makeup system.

4.1.2.4 Consequence of Design Change

There is no impact to the SCS return line from this design response. Operating |

procedures will essentially be the same as previous designs. Changes will involve !

alignment differences required by this ISLOCA design response. Operationally, |
they will be the same. The EPG's will not be affected as all changes are in areas
not addressed by the EPG's.
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There is no impact to the PRA as a result of these design changes. An evaluation
of the changes made for ISLOCA revealed that

the PRA analysis was based on a SCS design pressure of 900 psig;*

the change to the refueling pool fill line has no impact on the PRA and;-*
.

while the makeup water interface will result in a slight decrease in-*

reliability of refilling the IRWST, the total impact on the PRA core
damage frequency is insignificant,

...
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Figure 4.1.2-1
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4.2 Safety Injection System (SIS)

4.2.1 Description of Interface

The SIS injection line is directly connected to the reactor vessel and is a primary
interface through which an ISLOCA event can begin. Pressurization is postulated
from the DVI nozzle and out of containment through the containment isolation .

i

valves to the low-pressure sections of the system. Once pressurized, other low ?

pressure systems would be susceptible. Figure 3.3-3 shows the various pathways
an ISLOCA in this class can take and, the interfacing systems it will affect
assuming all downstream interfacing valves are opened. This section will address
the SIS line and the CVCS. The SIS interface with the atmosphere, Sampling
System and Containment Spray System are discussed in sections 4.9.5,4.8 and
4.1. The interface with the Shutdown Cooling System is covered in section 4.1
as the SCS has a direct interface with the RCS and the enhancements made satisfy

,

the indirect interface through the SIS.

4.2.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design for the SIS certain improvements have been'

identified to satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.2-2 shows the design
response for this class of ISLOCA. These improvements were either to increase
the system design pressure or to delete the low-pressure interfacing systems.

The design pressure for most of the SIS is 2050 psig. This satisfies the ISLOCA
acceptance criteria (i.e., at least 40% of normal RCS pressure, or 900 psig). All
other sections outside of containment not designed to 2050 psig have been
increased to 900 psig. This includes the section of the IRWST return line from
the containment isolation valve to the containment and from the containment to
the SIS pump suction. Figure 4.2-1 schematically shows the SIS' and all
interfaces as is currently presented on the system P&lD's from CESSAR-DC,
Reference 9. Also presented on this figure are the interfaces which are the
subject of the design improvement. Figure 4.2-2 shows the design response for
this class of ISLOCA's.

The SIS drain line from the SIT's has connections to the RDT in containment and
the EDT outside containment. The connection to the RDT satisfies the ISLOCA

>

acceptance criteria since it is in containment and, by definition, an ISLOCA is
an event that occurs outside containment, llowever, the EDT drain connection
is outside containment. Upon evaluation it was determined that the connection
was not necessary and was deleted. The RDT and the IRWST's capacity will
satisfy the draining requirements of the SIT's without the use of the EDT. Figure
4.2-1 shows the area of the system where the connection was deleted.

-33-
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4.2.3 Justification of Design Change

These design responses protect the SIS line and all interfacing systems from an
ISLOCA challenge without adversely affecting performance or operations. These
design responses satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria for the SIS line as all
sections of the system and interfaces are designed to at least 40% of operating
RCS pressure criteria. This is in accordance with the NRC's position presented )

,

"

in Reference 3. .
,

k

The EDT interface was deleted since no practical approach to protect the EDT .

from pressurization challenges from this class .of ISLOCA's (i.e., ti- ) ugh the .

SIS) was identified, and the SIS draining requirements could be perfor led with
,

other existing tanks.

The design improvement for the SIS line will be incorporated into section 2.4.4
*

of the SlS ITAAC, Reference 11. The SIS ITAAC will reflect the minimum
design pressure for all sections outside of containment to be 900 psig.

-

4.2.4 Consequence of Design Change
'

There is no impact to the SIS due to this design response. Operating procedures
are the same as in the previous designs, with the exception of procedures for
draining the SIT for minor level adjustments and the minor changes will be
included in the applicable operating procedures. Also, none of the changes -
impact the EPG's or the PRA analysis for this event.

:
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Figure 4.2-1
TIIE SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
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Figure 4.2-2
SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
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4,3 Containment Spray System

4.3.1 Description of Interface ,

The Containment Spray System is not directly connected to the RCS during those ;

modes of operation for which an ISLOCA challenge can occur. ,

Technical Specifications require the CSS to be aligned for the containment spray
function during Modes 1,2,3 and part of 4. This requires the CSS pumps to be .

aligned for suction from the IRWST and discharge to the containment spray
headers. With this alignment, the CSS does not interface directly.with the RCS. |

!There is, however, an indirect interface through the SCS.

The SCS pumps can be aligned to perform containment spray for limited periods
of time. With this alignment, the CSS still does not interface directly with the
RCS since the SCS pumps are aligned for suction from the IRWST and discharge ,

to the containment spray headers.

During part of Mode 4 and for all of Modes 5 and 6, when shutdown cooling
operations are performed, the CSS pumps may be substituted for SCS pumps. '

This requires the CSS pumps to be re-aligned for suction from the RCS hot-legs
(through the SCS) and discharge to the DVI nozzles (again, through the SCS).
While the CSS pumps are directly . connected to the RCS during this ,

conH3uration, ISLOCA's are not postulated since the RCS pressure is less than
the design pressure of the CSS.

,

For purposes of this ISLOCA evaluation the CSS is not directly connected to the :

RCS. Figures 3.3-1 through 3.3-10 show the various pathways an ISLOCA can
progress to reach the CSS and the interfacing systems it will affect, assuming all
downstream interfacing valves are opened. ;

4.3.2 Description of Design Change

Since the CSS pumps and SCS pumps are interchangeable, all common sections
have been designed to 900 psig. Therefore, most of the system satisfies the
ISLOCA acceptance criteria. After evaluation of the current design for the CSS,
certain improvements have been identified to satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. ;

These improvements were either to increase the system design pressure or to !

delete the low-pressure interface.

'

Most of the CSS already has a design pressure of 900 psig and this satisfies the
ISLOCA acceptance criteria. In response to this evaluation, the design pressure
for the remainder of the CSS outside containment has been increased to 900 psig.

Figure 4.31 schematically shows the SCS supply line and all interfaces as is
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currently presented on the system P&lD's from CESSAR-DC, Reference 9. Also |
presented on this Ogure are _the interfaces which are uie subject of the design
improvement. Figure 4.3-2 and shows the design response for this class of
ISLOCA's. This includes the section of- the IRWST return line from the
containment isolation valves to the containment penetration, from the containment
penetration to the CSS pump suction and from the spray header containment
isolation valve to the containment penetration. '

The only low-pressure system interface with the CSS is the PCPS connection to
'

the refueling pool. This line has been relocated from the SCS return line as
described in section 4.1.2. The connection was installed in response to the EPRI
URD requirement number 4.3.1.2 in Volume II, Chapter 7 of Reference 10 to
provide the ability to fill the refueling pool directly rather' than through the
reactor vessel. Ilowever, the primary fill connection for System 80+ is through
the reactor vessel. The attemate connection through the CSS was retained to
provide additional flexibility in operations.

The design improvements for the CSS line will be incorporated into sections 2.4.6 -

of the CSS ITAAC, Reference 11. The CSS ITAAC, will reflect the 900 psig-
design pressure for all sections outside of containment and show the spool piece t

connection to the Refueling Pool.

3

4.3.3 Justification of Design Change i

These design responses protect the CSS and all interfacing systems from an
ISLOCA challenge without adversely affecting performance or operations. These -
design responses satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria for the CSS as all ;

sections of the system and interfaces are designed to at least 40% of operating
RCS pressure criteria. This is in accordance with the NRC's position presented |

in Reference 3.

Installation of a spool piece in the refueling pool fill line provides physical !
separation of the low-pressure system (PCPS) from any pressurization sources in
the CSS and thereby satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance criteria.

i

4.3.4 Consequence of Design Change i

There is no impact to the CSS from this design response. Operating procedures !

are the same as in the previous design, with the exception of procedures for j
installing a spool piece should this alternate fill connection be used. This minor
change will be included in the applicable operating procedures. Also, none of the
changes will affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis for this event.

'
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Figure 4.3-1
TIIE CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
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Figure 4.3-2
CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
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4.4 Letdown Line

4.4.1 Description of Interface
.

The letdown line is directly connected to the RCS and is a primary interface .

>
through which an ISLOCA event can begin. Pressurization is postulated from the
letdown nozzle, through the regenerative and letdown heat exchangers, through
the letdown orifices and out of containment through the containment isolation and
letdown flow control valve to the.Iow-pressure sections of the system. Once
pressurized, other low-pressure interfacing systems would be susceptible. Figure
3.3-3 shows the various pressurization pathways that this class of ISLOCA's can
take and the systems that it will affect assuming all downstream interfacing valves

are opened.

4.4.2 Description of Design Change
,

After evaluation of the current design certain improvements were identified to
satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.4-1 schematically shows the
letdown line and as is currently presented on the system P&ID's from CESS.AR-

DC, Reference 9. Figure 4.1-2 shows the design response for this class of
ISLOCA's. A pressure sensor has been added to the !ctdown line and is located
downstream of the letdown flow control valves. This change not only provides
infonnation to the operator that an ISLOCA is occurring, but also provides
automatic action to terminate the ISLOCA by preventing any further pressure ,

'

communication downstream of the containment isolation valve.

This design response satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance criteria because
,

system integrity is preserved since the portion of the letdown line*

pressurized by the ISLOCA is designed to full RCS design pressure,

the portion of the letdown line downstream of the letdown flow control*

valves, and all other downstream interfacing systems, are not pressurized
by this event and, therefore, do not have their integrity challenged, and

primary coolant is not lost and off-site doses do not change since systema

integrity is preserved.

4.4.3 Justification of Design Change

The justification in applying this design response is based on considering the
,

!
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following observations:

In evaluating design responses for this event, increasing the design pressure of the
,

entire CVCS to 40% of full RCS operating pressure (i.e.. 900 psig) and,
necessarily, all systems that interface reith the CVCS downstream of the letdown
flow control valves (see Table 4.4-1), were evaluated. While this design feature
satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance criteria it is not considered practical because of

'

the increased complexity to the CVCS the addition of new systems, the number
of systems impacted, and the reliance on new unproven systems, equipment and
fabrication techniques, are not perceived to be commensurate with the benefit of
this design response, especially when compared with the other design responses

that were also considered.

TAME 4.4-1
SYSTEMS INTERFACING WITil TIIE CVCS

DOWNSTREAM OF TIIE I.ETDOWN FLOW CON. t.tOI, VAI,VE

* Ilydrogen Supply System
* Nitrogen Supply System
* Gaseous Waste Management System '

* Solid Waste Management System
* Liquid Waste Management Sysicm
* Not Cooling and Purification System
* Sampling Sink

Increasing the design pressure of the low pressure portion of the CVCS does not
, terminate, mitigate or even control the scope of the event. It merely allows the

CVCS (and downstream systems) to tolerate the event without compromising |

integrity. Such a design response may, at first, appear to be desirable simply
because no operator action is required to mitigate the event. Ilowever, in this !

icase, there are many other low pressure systems which interface with the CVCS
(Table 4.4-1) that can also be exposed to RCS pressure given the ground-mles for

.

postulating ISLOCA precursors . Thus, these additional systems must also be5

designed to a higher pressure to mitigate the effects of this event. i
|
|

As an example of the impact of increasing the design pressure of the system,
Table 4.4-2 shows the CVCS low-pressure equipment that would be affected by
an increase in the system design pressure to 900 psig.13ased on the evaluation
presented in NUREG/CR-56033, Reference 13, an estimate of the magnitude of

That is, all isolation valves, including check valves, fail open regardless of the probability of such an'

occurrence.
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the effect to equipment has been made.

Ion exchangers These components, currently having a wall thickness of*

3/8 inch, would be required to have their wall thickness increased by a
factor of about 3 to 5.

Lerdownfilters These components, currently having a wall thickness of f*
>3/16 to 3/8 inch, would be required to have their wall thickness increased

by a factor of two.

Volume control tank The wall thickness of the VCT would increase by a*

factor of 10.

Field Fabricated Tanks The impact to vcry large field fabricated tanks,*
_

such as the Reactor Makeup Water Tank (RMWT), with a volume of
450,000 gallons, is estimated to be even more significant. These tanks are
fabricated in the field because of their size. Fabrication of high pressure
tanks of this size would constitute new technology since new fabrication
techniques would have to be developed to accommodate the increased
plate thickness, and a re-design of stmetural supports and basemats would
be required to support the increased load.

The complexity of such equipment r.nd systems is directly proportional to the
effects of increasing design pressure. Specifically,

these kinds of design changes to conunercially available equipment would -*

require special designs which are not readily available,

heavier components would require re-design of supporting stmetures such'
*

as pipe suppons and building floors, and

heavier components would require re-evaluation of seismic analyses to*

account for the additionalloads.

In addition, there are several low-pressure tanks in the CVCS (Table 4.4-2) that6

are vented to the atmosphere and are used during various plant modes to process
water for RCS operations. These vents prevent the pumps from drawing an
excessive vacuum on the tank and subsequently damaging the tank or cavitating

the pumps during draining and prevent the tanks from pressurizing during fill
operations. If the design pressure of the subsystems in which these tanks are
located were increased to 900 psig, these tanks would have to be designed to the

These tanks are the Boric Acid Storage Tank (H AST), the lloldup Tank (IIT), the Reactor Makeup Water Tank*

(RMWT) and the Boric Acid Batching Tank (BADT).
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same pressure. As a result, these vents would have to be eliminated and a new
supporting system designed to facilitate filling and draining operations. These
new systems would, in turn, have to be of a high pressure design (at least 900
psig) and capable of a flowrate capacity sufficient to support simultaneous
operation of all the tanks. Additionally, a failure to this new system would in
turn restrict the ability to control plant operations requiring RCS inventory and.

.

boron control. ,

|

TABLE 4.4-2
low Pressure Equipment of the CVCS -

1

Equipment Diameter Volume Design Pressure

Bone Acid Storage Tank Field Fabricated 250,000 1.5 psig ,

Gallons

Volume Control Tank 8 Ft Diameter 5,800 Gallons 75 psig Internal :
!

14.5 Ft Iligh 15 psig External

Equipment Drain Tank 10 Ft Diameter ' ~20 10,500 30 psig Internal

Ft Long Gallons 15 psig External ;

Boric Acid Batching Tank 5 Ft Diameter 630 Gallons Atmospheric

~3% Ft liigh

IIoldup Tank Field Fabricated 475,000 1.5 psig

Gallons

Reactor Makeup Water Tank Field Fabricated 450,000 1.5 psig
Gallons

FurifiEation Ion Exchangers 4 Ft Diameter = 400 200 psig

=7 Ft Iligh Gallons

Deboration ton Exchanger 4 Ft Diameter =400 200 psig

=7 Ft fligh Gallons .

Pre-Iloidup lon Exchanger 4 Ft Diameter = 400 200 psig

=12 Ft liigh Gallons ,

i

I

These examples illustrate the impracticality of increasing the design pressure
!

of the CVCS as a design response for the letdown line because

new systems would have to be added,*

the complexity of the overall design would increase, and*
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many additional systems are impacted (see Table 4.4-1),*

to satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. In addition, the enhanced design of
the letdown line satisfies the requirements of Reference 5 by providing

a high pressure alarm in the control room to warn the op~rators of the*

event, ,.

7

containment isolation valve position indication and control in the main*

control room, and

periodic leak testing of the containment isolation valves.*

The design response shown in Figure 4.4-1 satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance
criteria, defined by the NRC in Reference 5 and, in addition, accomplishes the
following:

it automatically terminates the event without any operator action,*

it limits the scope of the event by terminating the event at a location*

which prevents the rest of the CVCS and its interfacing systems from
being pressurized, and

it avoids the need to design and procure special equipment to withstand*

the high pressures characteristic of this event, some of which may not .

be considered "available technology".

It is ABB-CE's opinion that increasing the complexity of all the low-pressure
" systems interfacing with the CVCS downstream of the letdown flow control

valve to mitigate an event such as an ISLOCA is, therefore, impractical. It is
felt that there must be some design provision which prevents the involvement
of such an extraordinary number of low-pressure systems and equipment.

~

Based on these observations, the design response shown in Figure 4.4-2 is
considered to be the preferred approach for this class of ISLOCA's.

The design improvement for the letdown line will be incorporated into section
2.7.16 of the CVCS ITAAC, Reference 11. The CVCS ITAAC, will show
the new pressure controller used to isolate the letdown system.

4.4.4 Consequences of Design Change

The application of this design response was evaluated in terms of its

45-
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'
consequence to the CVCS design and operation relative to specific issues
discussed below. It was determined that the auto <losure feature for the
letdown line would have the least impact on the CVCS operation as compared
to alternative approaches. This conclusion was reached after evaluation of

'
many aspects of the design change. The issues evaluated are summarized in
the following paragraphs.

.

'

The spurious actuation of the new pressure controller causing the CIV to close
was considered. The effect of this occurrence was determined to be
insignificant on CVCS operations. This is based on the fact that

letdown is not required for normal plant operation,*

the probability of such an occurrence is about 3(104)7 per year per va

controller, which is considered to be several orders of magnitude less
than other events (see Table 4.4-3). ;

TABLE 4.4-3 ,

CVCS COMPONENT FAtLURE RATES

Component Failure Mode Failute Rate Per Year' ;

* Charging pump fails to operate. 2.2(10 ')
,

* Pneumatic valve transfer closed. 1.0(102)

* Spurious operation of a pressure 3.0(105)
indicator controller (PIC).

$* Motor valve transfer closed. 1.0(10 )

i* Spurious actuation of PIC to close CIV. 3(10*)

i

The consequences to the system resulting from a failure of the pressure !

controller to isolate the low pressure section of the letdown line, and resultmg -

from leakage past the isolation valve should it close but not seat properly, was i

also considered and determined to be acceptable. This is based on the |
consideration of the relief valve in the letdown line downstream of the letdown i

flow control valve as a back-up design response to these occurrences. This
relief valve is sized to limit the pressure in the piping downstream of the

,

!

i

' '
Per Reference 15

* Per References 15.16 and 17.
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letdown flow control valve to its design pressure. That is, the capacity of the
'

r

relief valve will provide the necessary protection for the low pressure piping in
the event that the CIV failed to close or leaks when closed.

The setpoint for the pressure controller will be selected to close the CIV
before the relief valve setpoint is reached. This will prevent the relief valve
from opening when the pressure controller and CIV operate properly,thereby

'
avoiding an ISLOCA should the relief valve stay open.

,

The type of signal generated by the new controller will be control grade. This
is based on the event being a beyond design basis event and the redundant !

protection provided by the relief valve. All necessary isolation features will bc ,

incorporated into the electrical design so as not to jeopardize the function of
-

the CIAS.

For normal operation, the low-pressure portions of the letdown line is
protected by automatic control from two temperature controllers and one i

pressure controller. This control system, including temperature controllers T-
224 and T-239 and pressure controller P-272, is designed to maintain CVCS
operation to within design temperature and pressure for plant operation in

|Modes 1 through 4.

The temperature controllers throttle closed the letdown flow control valves ;

upon high temperature and temperature controller, T-224, closes the letdown |
line RCS isolation valve on high-high temperature. High temperature occurs

!either from (1) a high flow condition or (2) a loss of component cooling water
to the letdown heat exchanger. The high flow condition requires an improper

'

flow balance which is directly related to high pressure upstream of the letdown
' flow control valves. As such, throttling the letdown flow control valve
decreases the pressure in the line and protects the low-pressure section of the
CVCS. For loss of the Component Cooling, throttling the letdown in not
needed for pressure protection, but is for temperature control.

The pressure controller, P-272, closes the letdown flow control orifices bypass
isolation valve on high pressure. This is the primary source of an ISLOCA in
the letdown line as the bypass line has to be open during plant startup. A ;

failure to close the valve will bypass the flow control orifices resulting in
excessive pressure at the letdown flow control valves. Since the System 80+
letdown flow control bases the majority of the pressure reduction in the
letdown orifices, the low-pressure sections would be susceptible to an
ISLOCA. Therefore, the ISLOCA response for the letdown line was based on
a total failure of the flow and pressure control system provided for normal
operation. .j

!
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;
. . .

An evaluation was also conducted to assess the impact of this design change to- .

'

!

the Technical Specifications, EPG's and the PRA analysis. It was determined
'

that additional Technical Specification were not required and the selected ,

design response does not affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis. |

I
The reliability assumptions of the design features characterizing this design
response will be included in the Design Reliability Assurance Program (D . ,

RAP) in Chapter 17.3 of CESSAR-DC, Reference 9. i
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Figure 4.4-1
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4.5 Charging Line

4.5.1 Description of Interface ,

The charging line is directly connected to the RCS and is a primary interface
through which an ISLOCA event can begin. Pressurization is postulated from .

'

the charging nozzle, through the shell side of the regenerative heat exchanger.
i

the charging flow control valve, and the charging pump to the low-pressure
sections of the system. Once pressurized, other low-pressure interfacing
systems would be susceptible. This process also assumes that the charging
pumps are not operating. Figure 3.3-5 shows the various pathways ISLOCA's

:

!

in this class can take and the systems they will affect assuming all downstream
interfacing valves are opened (it should be noted that there are a total of five
(5) check valves in the charging line from the charging pump discharge to the
RCS nozzle).

4.5.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design certain improvements were identified to
satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.5-1 schematically shows the
charging line and all interfaces as is currently presented on the system P&ID's

,

'

from CESSAR-DC, Reference 9. Figure 4.5-2 shows the design
Theseimprovements made in response icr this class of ISLOCA's. ,

!

improvements have been to (1) a Jd a pressure sensor to the charging line in
the common suction line and (2) increase the charging pump's suction piping

;design pressure.

" The addition of the pressure controller not only provides information to the
operator that an ISLOCA is occurring, but also provides automatic action to
terminate the ISLOCA by preventing any funher pressure communication
upstream of the containment isolation valve (i.e., toward the low-pressure
sections of the system).

This design response satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance criteria because ,

I

system integrity is preserved since the portion of the charging line
-j

* '

pressuri7ed by the ISLOCA is designed to full RCS design pressure,

the portion of the CVCS upstream of the containment isolation valve,*

and all other upstream interfacing systems, are not pressurized by this
event and, therefore, do not have there integrity challenged, and

primary coolant is not lost and off-site doses do not change since*
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system integrity is preserved.

In response to this evaluation, the design pressure of the suction line of the
charging pump has been increased to 900 psig, which satisfies the ISLOCA
acceptance criteria. This change has been implemented on the section from
the check valve on all lines attaching to the charging pump's suction line up to
the charging pumps. Figure 4.5-2 shows the section of the system where the ~

design pressure has been increased. This was donc so that the number of
pressure instmments could be minimized (one pressure instmment would be
needed at each pump suction if the suction line design pres:,ure was less than
900 psig) and the complexity in design and operation could be avoided.

Also included as part of the charging line interface is the piping on the suction
side of the positive displacement pumps of the Chemical Addition Unit and the
dedicated seal injection line. No improvements were required to these lines
since the current design using the positive displacement pumps provides

protection against an ISLOCA.

4.5.3 Justification of Design Change

The justification for adding the pressure controller in conjunction with the
design pressure change, follows the same rationale as presented in section
4.4.3 for the letdown line, because the interface is to the same low-pressure
system and hardware as those impacted by the letdown line discussion, the
closure time for both containment isolation valve is the same and the CIV is
designed to close against full RCS operating pressure. Therefore, this section
will summarize the justification and expand on items specific to the charging

line.
.

The examples presented in section 4.4.3 that illustrate the impracticality of
increasing the design pressure of the CVCS as a design response for the
letdown line are

new systems would have to be added,=

the complexity of the overall design would increase and=

many additional systems are impacted (see Table 4.4-1).*

In addition, the design of the charging line satisfies the requirements of
defined by the NRC in Reference 5 by providing

a high pressure alarm in the control room to warn the operators of the*

event,
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containment isolation valve position indication and control in the*

control room and,

periodic leak testing of the containment isolation valve.*

.

The design response shown in Figure 4.5-1 satisfies the ISLOCA acceptance .

criteria, defined by the NRC in Reference 5 and, in addition, accomplishes the e

following:

it automatically terminates the event without any operator action,*

it limits the scope of the event by terminating the event at a location whicha

prevents the rest of the CVCS and its interfacing systems from being
pressurized, and

it avoids the need to design and procure special equipment to withstand*

the high pressures characteristic of this event, some of which may not be
considered "available technology".

The differerice between the letdown line and the charging line is, in the letdown
line, the postulated pressurization pathway is with the normal flow direction.
This means that the letdown line has been designed to reduce and control the fluid

pressure under normal and ISLOCA operating conditions. Additionally, a b,ckup
relief valve has been provided. This relief valve has been sized to assure that the
design pressure in the low-pressure section will not be exceeded. - Pressuri~ation
of the charging line conversely, is int the opposite direction to flow. The charging
line has been designed with five check valves in series to prevent
overpressurization of the CVCS. It is unlikely to have this many check valves
fail. IIowever, as a backup solution to the pressure controller, the design
pressure of the charging pump suction line, has been increased to 900 psig from
the VCT discharge check valve on the suction line up to the charging pumps.
This also simplifies the design because there would be a requirement.for three
pressure controllers on the suction side of each pump if the design pressure was
to be less than 900 psig.

It is ABB-CE's opinion that increasing the complexity of all the low-pressure
systems interfacing w?th the CVCS upstream of the charging pumps to mitigate
an event such as an ISI.OCA is, therefore, impractical. It is felt that there must
be some desige provision which prevents the involvement of such ' an
extraordinary number of low-pressure systems and equipment.

Based on these observations, the design response shown in Figure 4.5-2 is
considered to be the preferred approach for this class of ISLOCA's.
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The other sections of the charging line that have a low design pressure, are the ,

suction side of the chemical addition unit and the dedicated seal injection pump.
These lines are protected from an ISLOCA by their respective pump. These
pumps, chemical addition and dedicated seal injection pumps, are positive
displacement which inherently prevent flow in the reverse direction. This, in
contrast to a centrifugal pump, such as the charging pump where the impeller ; ,

provides little resistance to counter flow will provide the necessary isolation for
ISLOCA. Any leakage through the pump will be limited to a small fraction of

t

~ makeup system capabilities.

The design improvements for the charging line will be incorporated into section '

2.7.16 of the CVCS ITAAC, Reference 11. The CVCS ITAAC will reflect the
900 psig design pressure for the charging pump's suction line and show the

,

pressure controller for the CIV.
,

4.5.4 Consequences of Design Change ,

The application of this design response was evaluated in terms ofits consequence
to the CVCS design and operation relative to specific issues discussed below. -It
was determined that the auto-closure feature for the charging line would have the
least impact on the CVCS operation as compared to alternative approaches. This
conclusion was reached after evaluation of many aspects of the design change.
The issues evaluated are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The spurious actuation of the new pressure controller causing the CIV to close
'

was considered. The effect of this occurrence was determined to be insignificant

on CVCS operations. This is based on the fact that
4

closure of the isolation valve will only close off charging flow since the*

seal injection and the miniflow lines are upstream of the containment .

'

isolation valve. Ilowever, if the charging pump were to stop, the plant can
still maintain Mode 1 operation without charging flow. The RCP's can
continue without seat injection flow, provided component cooling water j

is supplied, and

the probability of such an occurrence is about 3(104)* per year per*

controller, which is considered to be several orders of magnitude less than
|

other events (see Table 4.4-3).

The consequences to the system due to a failure of the pressure controller to :

i

i

" Per Reference 15.
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isolate the low pressure section of the charging line, and due to leakage past the
isolation valve should it close but not seat properly, was also considered and
determined to be acceptable. It is not considered practical to postulate that all of
these will fail at the same time as the charging pump and the new pressure
controller. This is based on the increased design pressure of the suction line and
consideration of the relief valve in the charging line downstream of the VCT as '

a back-up design response to these occurrences. This relief valve is sized to limit
the pressure in the piping downstream of the VCT to its design pressure.

The type of signal generated by the new controller will be control grade. This
is based on the event being a beyond design basis event and the redundant >

protection provided by the relief valve.

An evaluation was also conducted to assess the impact of this design change to
the Technical Specifications, EPG's and the PRA analysis. It was determined that
additional Technical Specification were not required and the selected design
response does not affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis.

The reliability assumptions of the design features characterizing this design
response will be included in the Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP)
in Chapter 17.3 of CESSAR-DC, Reference 9.

.
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Figure 4.5-1 '
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Figure 4.5-2
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4.6 Seal Injection

4.6.1 Description of Interface

The seal injection line is directly connected to the RCS and is a primary interface L .

1through which an ISLOCA event can begin. Pressurization is postulated with
pressurization from the RCP seals, through the tube side of the high pressure seal
cooler and the seal injection heat exchangers, to the discharge side of the charging
pump. Once pressurized, other low-pressure interfacing systems would be
susceptible. This process also assumes that the charging pumps are not operating
Figure 3.3-6 shows the various pathways ISLOCA's in this class can take and the
systems it will affect assuming all downstream interfacing valves are opened.-
This section will address the seal injection line and the interfaces to the CVCS.
The Seal Injection interface with the atmosphere is discussed in section 4.9.5.

4.6.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design certain improvements were identified to
satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. The sections susceptible to an ISLOCA are
the vent and drain lines from the filters. Figure 4.6-1 shows the design -
improvements made in response to this class of ISLOCA's. The improvements

'

made were to decrease the line size of the filter vent and drain lines to limit the- .

discharge rate to a fraction of the makeup capability. |

The design pressure of the seal injection line is 3025 psig, which satisfies the
ISLOCA acceptance criteria. However, the design pressure for the filter vent and

'

' drain lines is 20 psig to be compatible with the equipment drain header and the
EDT. It was considered impractical and unnecessary to increase the design
pressure of the EDT, as discussed in section 4.4. Instead, these line sizes have ,

been reduced to limit the total volume disci arged. ,

4.6.3 Justification of Design Change ,

The design response protects the interfacing systems from an ISLOCA without
adversely affecting performance or operations. This design response satisfies the ,

ISLOCA acceptance criteria for the seal injection line. It is considered acceptable
'

as the flow rate will be small, will be within the capability of the makeup system,
will not cause a rapid fill of the EDT and allow sufficient time for operator action
to terminate the event. The EDT is provided with pressure, level and
temperature instmmentation which indicates and alarms in the main control room.
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Figure 4.6-1
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4.7 RCP Controlled Bleedoff

4.7.1 Description of Interface

The controlled bleedoff line is directly connected to the RCS and is a primary
interface through which an ISLOCA event can begin. pressurization is postulated
from the RCP seals, through a flow limiting orifice, a How meter, out of
containment to the VCT. Once pressurized, other low-pressure interfacing
systems would be susceptible. Figure 3.3-7 shows the various pathways
ISLOCA's in this class can take.and the systems it will affect assuming all
downstream interfacing valves are opened. This section will ' address the

'

controlled bleedoffline and the interfaces to the CVCS. The controlled bleedoff
with the atmosphere is discussed in section 4.9.5.

4.7.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluating the design of the controlled bleedoffline, it was detennined that
no design improvements were required for ISLOCA. Figure 4.7-1 shows the
design response for this class of ISLOCA's. The current design provides a
pressure mting of 2485 psig to the outer most section of the system that could
possibly be pressurized.

:

The design pressure for the controlled bleedoff system is divided into a high and
low pressure section. The high pressure,2485 psig, exceeds the minimum design
pressure requirement for ISLOCA as provided in Reference 3. The low pressure

isection outside of containment is designed to 75 psig to be compatible with the
VCT design pressure. :

4.7.3 Justification of Design Change

The low-pressure section of the controlled bleedoff line meets the ISLOCA
requirements as there is no plausible scenario where this line could be pressurized
above its design pressure. The upstream pressure is limited by a fixed resistance
Dow control orifice and the only means of isolating the flow in the low-pressure
section requires isolation of the VCT, which is already protected from
overpressurization by a relief valve. The relief valve discharges to the EDT.

' The flow through the controlled bleedoff iine will be limited to 3.9 gpm. which
is within makeup capability and can be collected in the EDT for more than 500 i

minutes before requiring operator action. Furthennore, the VCT and EDT are !

provided with indication and alarm for liquid level, temperature and pressure.
_

These would serve to alert the operator in conjunction with the indication of the
RCP controlled bleedoffline pressure of any pressurization occurrence.

.
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4.7.4 ~ Consequence of Design Change i
'

There is no impact to the Controlled Bleedoff portion of.the CVCS from this
design response since there are no changes.

,

b
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Figure 4.7-1
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4.8 Sampling System
'

4.8.1 Ilot Leg Sampling
-

'

4.8.1.1 Description of Interface

The Sampling System has a direct connection to the RCS hot leg, which results
in a primary interface through which an ISLOCA can begin. Pressurization is ,

postulated from the sampling nozzle on the hot leg thrcugh the containment
isolation valves and out of containment to the low pressure sections of the system.

Figure 3.3-8 shows the various pathways an ISLOCA in this class can take and
the interfacing systems it will affect. By resolution of the direct interface to the
RCS, all other interfaces will be resolved.

4.8.1.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design of the Sampling System, certain
improvements were identified to satisfy.ISLnCA acceptance criteria. Figure
4.8.-1 shows the system currently presenteu on the system P&ID's from
CESSAR-DC, Reference 9 along with the improvement.

Most of the RCS hot leg sample line is designed to 2485 psig. This exceeds the |
design pressure requirement for ISLOCA in accordance with the NRC's position
provided in Reference 3. The low-pressure portion of the system is protected
from overpressurization during Sample System operation by the upstream pressure

' drop in the sample line and a flow restricting orifice.

To protect the low-pressure portion of the system for the postulated event where ' '

the valve in the Sample System discharge line to the VCT is closed and all
upstream valves are open, a pressure relief valve has been added upstream of the
flow indicator F-530 with relief flow directed to the EDT. Figure 4.8-1 shows
the areas of the system that were modified. The relief valve is sized to limit the
pressure in the low-pressure portion of the Sample System to its design value.

4.8.1.3 Justification of Design Change

The design of the Ilot Leg Sampling line provides a fixed resistance orifice and
a small line size that limits the flow and pressure during all modes of plant
operation. This line discharges to the VCT, which is already protected from
overpressurization by a relief valve. The relief valve discharges to the EDT.

-60
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The only means of isolating the flow in the low-pressure section requires isolation
of the discharge to the VCT and opening of the containment isolation valves. For
this event, a relief valve has been added to provided protection for the system.
The relief valve is sized to pass a flow rate that is equivalent to the hot leg
sample line flow rate prior to sample collection. With this flow rate,-the flow
control orifice upstream of the pressure relief valve will create a pressure drop
that will limit the pressure in the system to an acceptable value. The relief valve
discharges to the EDT. This flow rate will be limited to within makeup
capability. Furthermore, the EDT is provided with indication and alarm for
liquid level, temperature and pressure. This would serve to alert the operator,
in conjunction with the indication of the CIV position, with sufficient time for

ioperator action to terminate the event.

The relief valve is necessary in order to protect system components. Specifically,
the process radiation monitor is designed to withstand pressures no greater than
250 psig. Iligher design pressures would require a radiation monitor design which
is not commercially available.

In addition, the relief valve assures that pressures are maintained low to prevent
personnel injury and excessive airborne contamination in the event a sample line
is opened for sample collection.

The design improvement for the llot 12g Sampling line will be incorporated into
sections 2.7.9 of the Sampling System's ITAAC, Reference 11. The SS ITAAC
will show the new relief valve.

4.8.1.4 Consequence of Design Change

There is no impact to the Sampling System as a result of this design response.
Leakage from the relief valve will be detected in the EDT and appropriate
operator action will be taken to terminate the event. Also, none of the changes
will affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis for this event.
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Figure 4.8-1
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4.8.2 Pressurizer Surge Line Sampling

4.8.2.1 Description of Interface
.

The Sampling System has a direct connection to the pressurizer surge line, which .

'

results in a primary interface through which an ISLOCA can begin.
Pressurization is postulated from the sampling nozzle on the surge line through ,

the containment isolation valves and out of containment to the low-pressure
sections of the system. Figure 3.3-9 shows the various pathways an ISLOCA in
this class can take and the interfacing systems it will affect. This section will- |

address the pressurizer surge line interface. By resolution of the direct interface
r

to the RCS, all other interfaces will be resolved.
:

4.8.2.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of the current design of the Sampling System, certain
improvements were identified to satisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.8-
2 shows the system currently presented on the system P&ID's from CESSAR-DC, ,

Reference 9 along with the improvement.

i

Most of the sample line from the pressurizer surge line is designed to 2485 psig.
This exceeds the design pressure requirement for ISLOCA in accordance with the
NRC's position provided in Reference 3. The low-pressure portion of the system

,

is protected from overpressurization during Sample System operation by the
upstream pressure drop in the sample line and a flow restricting orifice.

~To protect the low-pressure portion of the system for the postulated event where
the valve in the Sample System discharge line to the VCT is closed and all
upstream valves are open, a pressure relief valve has been added upstream of the
flow indicator F-550 with relief How directed to the EDT. Figure 4.8-2 shows
the areas of the system that were modined. The relief valve is sized to limit the
pressure in the low-pressure portion of the Sample System to its design value.

4.8.2.3 Justification of Design Change

i

The design of the sampling system for the pressurizer surge line provides a fixed
resistance orifice and a small line size that limit the flow and pressure during all 1

modes of plant operation. This line discharges to the VCT, which is already !

protected from overpressurization by a relief valve. The relief valve discharges
to the liDT.

The only means of isolating the flow in the low-pressure section requires isolation

67-
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of the discharge to the VCT and opening of the containment isolation valves. For
this event, a relief valve has been added to provided protection for the system.
The relief valve is sized to pass a flow rate that is equivalent to the hot leg
sample line flow rate prior to sample collection. With this flow rate, the flow
control orifice upstream of the pressure relief valve will create a pressure drop
that will limit the pressure in the system to an acceptable value. The relief valve ,

discharges to the EDT. This flow rate will be limited to within makeup
capability. Furthermore, the EDT is provided with indication and alarm for
liquid level, temperature and pressure. This would serve to alert the operator,
in conjunction with the indication of the CIV position, with sufficient time for-
operator action to terminate the event.

In addition, the relief valve assures that pressures are maintained low to prevent
personnel injury and excessive airborne contamination in the event a sample line
is opened for sample collection.

The design improvement for the Pressurizer Surge line will be incorporated into
sections 2.7.9 of Sampling System's ITAAC, Reference 11. The SS ITAAC will
show the new relief valve.

4.8.2.4 Consequence of Design Change

There is no impact to the Sampling System as a result of this design response.
leakage from the relief valve will be detected in the EDT and appropriate
operator action will be taken to terminate the event. Also, none of the changes
will affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis for this event.

I
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' Figure 4.8-2
Sampling System '- Pressurizer Surge Line
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4.8.3 Pressurizer Steam Space Sampling

4.8.3.1 Description of Interface

The Sampling System has a direct connection to the pressurizer steam space,
which results in a primary interface through which an ISLOCA can begin. ,

Pressurization is postulated from the sampling nozzle on the surge line through
the containment isolation valves and out of containment to the low-pressure
sections of the system. Figure 3.3-10 shows the various pathways an ISLOCA
in this class can take and the interfacing systems it will affect. This section will
address the pressurizer surge line interface. By resolution of the direct interface
to the RCS, all other interfaces will be resolved.

4.8.3.2 Description of Design Change

After evaluation of tpA o,fh design of the Sampling System, certain
improvements were idssnTieMhMtisfy ISLOCA acceptance criteria. Figure 4.8-
2 shows the system currentf7 presented on the system P&ID's from CESSAR-DC,
Reference 9 along with the improvement.

Most of the sample line from the pressurizer steam space is designed to 2485
psig. This exceeds the design pressure requirement for ISLOCA in accordance
with the NRC's position provided in Reference 3. The low-pressure portion of
the system is protected from overpressurization during sample system operation
by the upstream pressure drop in the sample line and a flow restricting orifice.

To protect the low-pressure portion of the system for the postulated event where
the valve in the sample system discharge line to the VCT is closed and all
upstream valves are open, a pressure relief valve has been added upstream of the
now indicator F-550 with relief flow directed to the EDT. Figure 4.8-2 shows
the areas of the system that were modified. The relief valve is sized to limit the
pressure in the low-pressure portion of the Sample System to its design value.

4.8.3.3 Justification of Design Change

The design of the sampling system for the pressurizer surge line provides a fixed ;

resistance orifice and a small line size that limit the flow and pressure during all j

modes of plant operation. This line discharges to the VCT, which is already !

!

protected from overpressurization by a relief valve. The relief valve discharges
to the EDT. 1

,

The only means of isolating the flow in the h)w-pressure section requires isolation
of the discharge to the VCT and opening of the contaimnent isolation valves. For j

1

|
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this event, a relief valve has been added to provided protection for the system.
The relief valve is sized to pass a flow rate that is equivalent to the hot leg |

sample line flow rate prior to sample collection. With this flow rate, the flow |

control orifice upstream of the pressure relief valve will create a pressure drop i
that will limit the pressure in the system to an acceptable value. The relief valve !

discharges to the EDT. This flow rate will be limited to within makeup
'

capability. Furthermore, the EDT is provided with indication and alann for
liquid level, temperature and pressure. This would serve to alert the operator,
in conjunction with the indication of the CIV position, with sufficient time for
operator action to terminate the event.

In addition, the relief valve assures that pressures are maintained low to prevent
personnel injury and excessive airborne contamination in the event a sample line
is opened for sample collection.

The design improvement for the Pressurizer Steam space will be incorporated
into sections 2.7.9 of Sampling System's ITAAC, Reference 11. The SS ITAAC
will show the new relief valve.

4.8.3.4 Consequence of Design Change

There is no impact to the Sampling System as a result of this design response.
Leakage from the relief valve will be detected in the EDT and appropriate
operator action will be taken to terminate the event. Also, none of the changes
will affect the EPG's or the PRA analysis for this event.

.
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Figure 4,8-3
Sampling System - Pressurizer Steam Space
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4.9 SPECIFIC COMPONENT DESIGN RESPONSE

4.9.1 Flanges

4.9.1.1 Description of Interface ,

For those systems which may be subjected to an ISLOCA event, all gasketed
>

possible leakage pathway leading to theflange connections represent a

atmosphere. This pathway is only applicable in those systems for which
designing to 40% of normal RCS operating pressure was chosen; other systems
that are isolated from the RCS because of alternative design responses (such as
those discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5) will not be pressurized to full RCS

Flanged connections in the former case will, therefore, have apressure.
minimum pressure rating of 40% of RCS operating pressure, or 900 psig. This
section addresses gasketed flanged connections in those systems that may be
subjected to full RCS pressure.

4.9.1.2 Description of Design

The flanges that may be subjected to full RCS pressure are located in systems
designed to 900 psig (40% of RCS operating pressure). These flanges will be
designed to a minimum of class 600 of the ANSI Standard, Reference 12.

All bolting for flanges will meet or exceed SA193 OR B6 or 17-4PII allowable
stress limits as was for the System 80 design. These material specifications
provide for higher preloading stress than used in the Reference 13 analysis, and
therefore increase the maximum allowable pressure without leakage.

All systems with design conditions requiring flanges of a higher rating than Class
600 satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria because the pressure at which these
flanges are tested" is greater than RCS operating pressure.

4.9.1.3 Justification of Design

Reference 12 requires that Class 600 flanges meet, as a minimum, the design
conditions of 940 psig at 400 F. Reference 13 presents an analysis to determine
the leakage rate from gasketed flange connections from pressurization for existing

Per Reference 12 flanged joints and flanged fittings may be subjected to systern hydrostatic tests at a pressure"

not to exceed 1.5 times the 10FF (38*C) rating rounded off to the next higher 25 psi of I har increment.
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power plant designs. The calculated leak rate at the Gross Leak Pressure" is
one to two mg/sec, or approximately 3.5 to 7.0 drops of water per minute. This
is considered an acceptable leakage rate for beyond design basis events. In
addition, Reference 13 states that ". .the Gross Leak Pressures for all sizes of ,

600lb ratedflanges are very high and greater than the range ofinterest. Thus,
600lb flanges are not expected to leak when subject to pressures as high as the .

I
Reactor Coolant System operating pressure. ''

Reference 13 indicates that the leak rate from a flanged joint is dependent, in
part, on the preloading on the gasket. The flange bolts used in the Reference 13 ;

study were SA 193 GR B8, whichcfor a 600lb Dange, caused the bolts to be {
stressed beyond their yield point. The bolts used for System 80+ will be SA 193
GR B6 or 17-4PH, which will allow for higher preloading stresses and therefore
increase the maximum allowable pressure without leakage.

The hydrostatic test pressure for all classes of flanges above 600 is at least 2700
psig. This exceeds the normal RCS operating pressure, and therefore meets the

'

ISLOCA acceptance criteria.

:

4.9.2 Valves

:
4.9.2.1 Description of Interface

For those systems which may_ be subjected to full RCS pressure, all valves. -

represent a possible leakage pathway leading to an ISLOCA event. This pathway
,is only applicable in those systems for which designing to 40% of normal RCS
operating pressure was chosen; other systems that are isolated from the RCS
because of alternative design responses (such as those discussed in sections 4.4
and 4.5) will not be pressurized to full RCS pretsure. Valves in the former case
will, therefore, have a minimum pressure rating of 40% of RCS operating
pressure, or 900 psig. This section addresses valves in those systems that may
be subjected to full RCS pressure.

4.9.2.2 Description of Design

Valves that may be subjected to full RCS pressure are located in systems designed ;

to 900 psig (40%'of normal RCS operating pressure). According to the ANSI |

Standard, Reference 14, all valves in 900 psig systems must be a: least Class 600 )
|

|
I

Gross Leak Pressure is defined as the system pressure that produce stresses on the bohs equal to the preload12

stresses. For the Class 600 flanges. this pressure was between 3183 psi and 7085 psi. depending on the size

of the flange.
I
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valves. The requirements of this standard indicate that a Class 600 valve will
maintain system integrity in the event the system is pressurized to 2250 psig,
normal RCS operating pressure. .

All systems with design conditions requiring valves of a higher rating than Class
600 satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria because the pressure at which these ~;
valves are tested is greater than RCS operating pressure.

4.9.2.3 Justification of Design

Reference 14 requires the use of at least Class 600 stainless steel valves to meet -
the design conditions of 900 psig at 400 *F. The actual allowable working

pressure for the class 600 valve is 1030 psig which exceeds the 900 psig (40%
of RCS design pressure) design criteria for systems exposed to RCS pressure.
This is considered adequate to assure that the stmetural integrity of the valves will
be maintained when pressurized to 2250 psig, normal RCS operating pressure.

The evaluation presented in Reference 13 supports this observation. Specifically,
Reference 13 states that, "... failure of the adjacent piping will occur prior to the
failure of the valve body...," and, "...the types of valve stem packings currently
used in most nuclear plants tends to compress under high pressure conditions
providing greater resistance to leakage. " Thus, according to Reference 13, the
only concern with respect to failure of valves subject to normal RCS operating
pressures is the integrity of the valve bonnet seal. The integrity of the valve
bonnet seal is proven during the valve body hydrostatic testing.

The hydrostatic test pressure for all classes of valves higher than 600lb have a
" design operating condition of at least 2160 p;ig (at 400 *F). For a 900lb valve,
the hydrostatic test is performed at 3250 psig, which is well above RCS operating
pressure. This shows that any valve with a higher rating than 600lb will meet the
ISLOCA acceptance criteria.

4.9.3 Pump Seals

4.9.3.1 Description of Interface

For those systems which may be subjected to full RCS pressure, all pump seals
represent a possible leakage pathway leading to an ISLOCA event. This pathway'

is only applicable in those systems for which designing to 40% of normal RCS
operating pressure was chosen; other systems that are isolated from the RCS
because of alternative design responses (such as those discussed in sections 4.4
and 4.5) will not be pressurized to full RCS pressure. This section addresses
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pump seals in those systems that may be subject to full RCS pressure.

4.9.3.2 Description of Design

The pumps of interest for an ISLOCA event are the Shutdown Cooling System
pumps, the Safety injection Pumps, and the Containment Spray pumps. These ,

'

are centrifugal pumps h>cated in systems that are designed to at least 900 psig,
or 40% of RCS operating pressure. The design pressure of the CSS and SCS
pumps is 900 psi and the design pressure of the SIS pumps is 2050 psi. For the
SIS pump, the hydrostatie test pressure is performed at approximately 3075 psi.
Because this is above normal RCS operating pressure, the pump seals are not ,

expected to leak and the ISLOCA acceptance criteria are met. The CSS and SCS
pump hydrostatic test pressure is approximately 1350 psi. Reference 13 indicates
that the nominal leak rate through the pump seals can be predicted to be 100 to
200 mg/sec, with an uncertainty variability of about 0.20. This leakage rate is '.

'

within the makeup capability of the charging pumps, and therefore meets the
ISLOCA acceptance criteria.

4.9.3.3 Justification of Design

Reference 13 indicates that the failure of pumps is related to leakage through the
spring loaded mechanical shaft seals. In this study, the mechanical seals for the
subject pumps were designed to withstand a pressure of 1200 to 1250 psi without
leaking. For pressures greater than this, the leakage was limited to 100 to -200
mg/sec with an uncertainty variability of 20%.

The seal design of the System 80+ pumps for the systems which may be exposed
'to nonnal RCS operating pressure is expected to yield similar results. With a
nominal leak rate of 100 to 200 mg/sec, the ISLOCA acceptance criteria are met
due to the fact that the charging capability can make up the lost inventory. For
System 80+, the SCS and CSS pump design pressure has been increased to 900
psig, which allows for a higher pressure before seal leakage.

4.9.4 IIcat Exchangers

4.9.4.1 Description of Interface

A number of systems that interface with the RCS contain heat exchangers as an
integral part of the system design. The postulated mpture of a heat exchanger
tube would provide a pressurization pathway for an ISLOCA event to be
evaluated. This section addresses heat exchangers located in systems that may be
exposed to full RCS pressure.
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4.9.4.2 Description of Design f
i

The heat exchangers located in systems that interface with the RCS are designed
to at least 40% of full RCS pressure (900 psig). The heat exchangers; that are :

in operation during Mode 1, are designed to press"~ reater than RCS opemting .

'
Ters and their respectivepressure. Table 4.9.4-1 summarizes these heat ,

t

(tube side) design pressures. r

There were no design improvements implemented to these hea: xchangers as a

result of this ISLOCA evaluation.

.

TABLE 4.9.41
11 EAT EXCIIANGERS TIIAT MAY BE EXPOSED TO ,

FULL RCS OPERATING PRESSURE ,

IIcat Exchanger Tube-side Design Tube-side Design
4

Pressure for Pressure for

System 80+ System 80

(psig) (psig) |
i

IIeat Exchangers Normally Aligned to RCS .

* Iligh Pressure Seal Cooler 3025 3025 !

* Regenerative 3025 3025 ;

|* Charging Pump Miniflow 3025 -"
* Seal Injection 3025 3025

* Letdown 2485 650 i

lieat Exchangers isolated From RCS
* Shutdown Cooling 900 650

|* SCS Pump Miniflow 900 -"
* Containment Spray 900 650

* CSS Pump Miniflow 900 -"
,

!

4.9.4.3 Justification of Design Response
i
,

It is ABB-CE's position that the current design pressures for the heat exchangers !

that directly connect to the RCS satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria. These |'

!

i

'3 The charging pump miniflow heat exchanger is new for System 80+. ;

i

" The shutdown cooling minillow heat exchanger is new for System 80+ .

" The containment spray heat exchanger is new for System 80+. j
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design pressures are listed in Table 4.9.4-1, along with the applicable design ,

pressures from the System 80 design. This comparison is provided to illustrate
the increase in pressure made for System 80+ over the System 80 design.

,

,

The chemistry of the fluid is closely controlled on both sides of-the- heat
exchangers so that there are no significant changes in impurity levels. Also the ;
heat exchangers have been designed to preclude the potential for containment
concentration within the heat exchanger, such as fluid boiling at the tube-to-
coolant interface. These characteristics are consistent with long term trouble free 4

operation.

Flow rates and pressure losses are established to retain single phase flow
throughout the heat exchangers. This minimizes the potential for erosion and
maximizes component life. |

Heat exchangers in service during normal operation, i.e., Mode 1, have all
pressure retaining parts designed to the same pressure as the attached piping. i

'

This pressure is in excess of normal RCS operation pressure. Furthermore, the
heat exchangers are tested to 150% of their design pressure, which provides
additional assurance that the heat exchanger tubing can maintain system integrity.
This position is consistent with the results of Reference 13 to exclude high
pressure heat exchangers as a potential for ISLOCA.

The wall thickness of the heat exchanger tubes is specified in accordance with the
TEMA Standants. These standards are more conservative than the ASME B&PV
Code requirements. Therefore, the tubes are specified with a greater design wall
thickness than required. As an example, the shutdown cooling heat exchanger

* tubing can withstand approximately 33% greater deign pressure than would be
required by the ASME Code. This inherent margin in heat exchanger tubing is
typical of the heat exchangers shown in Table 4.9.4-1.

Heat exchangers that can be aligned to the RCS, but are isolated from the RCS
during Modes 1,2 and 3, satisfy the ISLOCA acceptance criteria because their [
design pressure is 40% of RCS operating pressure. In addition, the following
considerations justify this design response.

The expected frequency of occurrence for tube ruptures in heat exchangers -
*

in the ECCS (which are already designed to 900 psig, see Table 4.9.4-1),
taking into account the combination of human error to misalign valves and !

i

passive failure of the tubes, is extremely low. The probability of this event
'

has been calculated with a mean value of 5.1E-10 per year and a median
'

value of 1.35E-12, Section 19 of Reference 9 per year. These results are
considered bounding for the CSS and the SCS miniflow heat exchangers

>
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as more valve failures would be required for these heat exchangers to be
pressurized.

.

The normal operating pressure for the SCS heat exchanger is between*

approximately 450 psig and 100 psig, and is only in use during shutdown
conditions. These conditions do not challenge the design conditions (900 .

Tpsi at 400*F) of the heat exchanger. The heat exchangers are designed
for more robust conditions than required for its normal use. Therefore,
they inherently possess margin to assure integrity.

The design requirements for the CSS is to provide containment pressure*

control following a design bases event. Because the CSS is also designed
to backup the SCS, the heat exchanger design must include the same
conditions as the SCS. Therefore, the normal operating pressure for the
CSS heat exchanger must be considered between approximately 450 psig
and 100 psig. These conditions, as with the SCS, do not challenge the
design conditions (900 psi at 400*F) of the heat exchanger. The heat
exchangers are designed for more robust conditions than required for its
normal use. Therefore, they inherently possess margin to assure integrity.

A review of PWR operating experience was performed to determine the
performance of the SCS heat exchangers and CVCS heat exchangers (i.e.,

,

Regenerative & letdown) using the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System-
(NPDRS). The review covered the time period between July 1,1974 and
November 30, 1992. This represents approximately 1000 years of reactor.
operation. There were no reported tube ruptures found for either the SCS heat
exchanger or the CVCS heat exchangers (i.e., Regenerative & Letdown.)

Based on these observations, postulating a heat exchanger tube rupture as part of
the ISLOCA evaluation is not considered necessary.

4.9.4.4 RCP Iligh Pressure Seal Cooler (HPSC)

The RCP HPSC used for System 80+ is the same design used in the System 80
Seal Injection System. All design features incorporated into the ANPP design
resulting from the small break analysis discussed in Reference 18 have been
included into the System 80+ design. A description of the overpressure
protection provided in the component cooling water system is provided in section
9.2.2.2 of CESSAR-DC, Reference 9.

.
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4.9.5 Vents, Drains and Local Samples

4.9.5.I Description c Interface
,

Various systems that interface directly or indirectly with the RCS have vents and
drains that provide a potential pathway for an ISLOCA event. These vents and ;
drains are necessary for thermal and pressure relief, to perform venting, draining '

operations and for samples from local sections in the systems. This section will i

address vents, drains and local sample connections in those systems which may
be subjected to full RCS pressure..

I

4.9.5.2 Description of Design

IFor those systems which may be subjected to normal RCS operating pressure, all
vents and drains represent a possible leakage pathway leading to an ISLOCA
event. This pathway is only applicable in those systems for which designing to :

40% of normal RCS operating pressure was chosen; other systems that are
isolated from the RCS because of alternative design responses (such as those
discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5) will not be pressurized to full RCS pressme. [

s

The current design provides isolation capability against pressures equal to, or |
greater than,2250 psig, or normal RCS operating pressure. |

4.9.5.3 JustiGeation of Design

The justiGcation of this design response is based on recognizing that i

all vent and drain lines are of a suf0ciently small diameter that discharge*

flow rates will be limited", and

the discharge flow rates, and the resulting offsite doses, are bounded by I=

the results of Chapter 15 of Reference 9. ,

j

All system vents and drains will be directed to a collecting tank, either directly
to the EDT or to the LWMS through sump drains. This will allow sufGeient time ,

i for operator response because of the limited Dow rates characterizing these events !

and the size of the collecting tank. Further, there are local radiation monitors
'that will alert the operator of an event.

" Assuming all isolation vakes are opened.
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Unlike discharges to tanks, discharges to the atmosphere are not characterized by
collection or pressure containment capabilities. Therefore, it is considered
sufficient, in view of the practical limitations of such interfaces, to design these
interfaces with isolation capabilities to withstand normal RCS operating pressure

'
without unacceptable leakage. The design of normally closed isolation valves will
conform to the requirements discussed in section 4.9.2. ,

.

5.0 DETECTION OF ISLOCA's

Section 4.0 discusses the various ISLOCA events that have been postulated to
occur in System 80+. The design responses implemented for all of these events
meet the ISLOCA acceptance criteria described in section 3.2. In particular,
these design responses ensure that stmetural integrity of systems is maintained
and any leakages are limited to a smallfraction of make-up capabilities. In

'

general, the design responses described in section 4.0 are intended to prevent
ISLOCA's from occurring.

In considering the issue of ISLOCA detection capability it has been observed, in
view of the evaluation presented in section 4.0, that such capability should
emphasize the detection of ISLOCA precursors (i.e., primarily events which
pressurize a system) since ISLOCA events (i.e., events characterized by the
actual loss of coolant outside containment) will be limited to very small leakages. *

The detection ofISLOCA events will rely on the ability to detect relatively small
flow rates of reactor coolant, such as leakages within a system (e.g., through
valves) or to atmosphere (e.g., through seals and valve packings).

As a result of such consideration, the following instmmentation types have been
~ reviewed to ensure their inclusion in the control room:

Valve position indication,+

Pressure indication.*

Tank level indication, and*

Radiation monitoring.*

5.1 Valve Position Indication

In accordance with the ISLOCA definition given in section 3.1, ISLOCA
Iprecursors can occur because of inadvenent opening of valves, a failure of

containment isolation or the postulation that valves are fully opened. In any case,
infom1ation in the control room concerning the position of valves appears critical
to detecting such precursor events. This observation is consistent with References i

19 and 20 which require that valve position indication be available in the control 1

|room when CIV operators are de-energized. Table 5.1-1 identifies all the CIV's
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and their indication capabilities for those systems and subsystems for which
ISLOCA's have been identified to potentially begin. This table shows that all

'

valves which could initiate an ISLOCA precursor have appropriate valve position
indication in the control room with which operators can detect any mis-alignment.

5.2 Pressure Indication . . ,
&

ISLOCA precursor events can be characterized by leakages (i.e., relatively small
flow rates) through valves within systems. Such events can result in the
pressurization of the lower-pressure system. Table 5.1-2 identifies pressure
indication in the contml room for those regions of systems and subsystems
discussed in section 4.0 which are susceptible to such precursor events. These
pressure indicators allow operators to detect pressurization events that are caused
by leakages too small to be measured reliably with existing equipment.

5.3 Tank level Indication

ISLOCA precursor events can also be characterized by leakages to tanks (e.g.,
through vents and drains to the EDT). Such events will ultimately result in
overfilling of the tanks with associated overpressurization. Table _5.1-3 identifies
the level indication in the control room for all tanks discussed in section 4.0
which will collect leakages during such precursor events. These level indicators
allow operators to detect tank filling and, with the design changes discussed in
section 4.0, allow the operator time to determine the source of the leakage.

5.4 Radiation Monitoring

1SLOCA events can be characterized by leakages from systems to the atmosphere,
~

such as through valve packings and pump seals or by mis-aligned vent or drain
valves. Because the flow rates involved can be too small to detect reliably with
existing instrumentation and because the sources of such leakages are too many
and distributed widely throughout the plant, it is concluded that leakages of this
type can be detected most effectively with radiation area monitors throughout the
plant. Chapter 12 of CESSAR-DC, Reference 9 discusses s2ch radiation
monitors and their use.

I
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TABLE 5.11
'

CONTAINMENT ISOIATION VAINE POSITION INDICATION

System leterface CIV Type Indication" -

:.'SCS Supply Line S1451/652 ZS ,
r

S1453/654 ZS

S1455/656 ZS
i

SI490/69 ! ZI & 73

SCS Return Line SI-600/601 ZI & 73 |

SI490/691 ZI & ZS ,

i
Safety Injection System SI416/626 ZI & ZS '

636/646

SI-322/332 ZS

SI402/603 ZI & 73

SI-321/331 ZI & ZS !

letdown Line Cil-515/516 ZS
.!

Cil-523 Z3 .
,

<

Charging System CII-502 ZS !

Cil-208 ZS !

Cil-524 ZS

$ cal Injection Line Cil-241/242 ZS
243/244

Controlled Bleedoff Cll-505/506 ZS 3

llot leg Sampling SS-200/203 ZS |

Pressurizer Surge Line Sampling SS-201/204 ZS {
'

Pressurizer Steam Space Sampling SS-202/205 ZS

Containment Spray System - All CSS interfaces with the RCS is ;

through the SCS CIV's
.1

|

|

l
i

" ZI designates position indication and 7S designates a position switch indication in the control room.
i
'
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TAllLE 5.I-2
PRESSURE INDICATION

System Interface Instrument location

SCS Supply Line P-108/109 Pump Suction
,

,

'

SCS Return Line P-302/303 Pump Discharge '

P-329/349 DVI Line

Safety injection System P-319/329 DVI Line
339/349

letdown Line P-272 Upstream of the letdown flow control
valves ,

!

P-XXX New controller downstream of the -

letdown flow control valves

P-251 Equipment Drain Tank

Charging System P-212 Upstream of the Regen heat exchanger

P-YYY New controller in the charging pump
suction line.

Seal Injection Line - Indication is provided in the EDT.

Controlled 111eedoff P-215 Combined bleedoff discharge line.

Ilot leg Sampling P-510 Downstream of the Primary Sample
Rack

Pressurizer Serge Line Sampling P-550 Downstream of F-550 flow measuring
instrument

,

Pressurizer Steam Space Sampling P-560 Downstream of the Primary Sample
Rack ,

1 s

Containment Spray System - All CSS interfaces with the RCS are
through the SCS CIV's

I

:
,

t

TAllLE 5.1-3
TANK LEVEI. INDICATION .i

'System Interface Instrument

Ikjuipruent Drain Tank L-251

Volume C(mtrol Tank I,226/227

,
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API'ENDIX A ACRONYMS AND AHUREVIATIONS

AI.WR - Advanced Light Water Reactor
ATM - Atmosphere Interface

.

11AC - Iloric Acid Concentrator
11A M P - Ilaric Acid Makeup Pump j
IIAST - Ik>ric Acid Storage Tank
CIAS - Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
CSS - Containment Spray System
CSP - Containment Spray Pump
CVCS - Chemical and Volume Control System
DVI - Direct Vessel Injection
EDT - Equipment Drain Tank
EPRJ - Electric Power Research lastitute
GWMS - Gaseous Waste Management System
GDC - General Design Criteria
GSi - Generic Safety Issue i

iI, - Ilydrogen System :i
IIVT - lloidup Volume Tank
ISLOCA - Inter System l>>ss of Coolant Accident
ID - Inside Diameter
1RWST - In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
IST - In-Service Testing
IWSS - In-Containment Water Storage System
LTOP - 12)w Temperature Overpressurization
LWMS - Liquid Waste Management System
MOV - Motor Operated Valves
N, - Nitrogen System
NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P&lD's - Piping and Instrument Diagrams
PCPS - Pool Cooling and Purification System
PlV Pressure Isolation Valves-

PMWS - Process Waste Management System
PRA - Probabalistic Risk Assessment
PSS - Pmcess Sampling System
RAI - [NRC] Request for AdditionalInformation
RCP - Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS - Reactor Coolant System
RDT - Reactor Drain Tank
SFP Spent Fuel Pool-

SIAS - Safety injection Actuation System '

SIT - Safety injection Tank
SCS - Shutdown Cooling System
SIS - Safety injection System *

SS - Sampling System
SWMS - Solid Waste Management System
URS - Ultimate Rupture Strength
VC1 - Volume Control Tank

;
J
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